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Hydrosmart International Pty Ltd  
259 Fullarton Road 
Parkside 
SA5063 
Australia 
Attention: Mr Paul Pearce 
 
28th March 2011 
 
Dear Sir, 
 
RE: Hydrosmart Agency in Botswana 
 
As the appointed Agents in Botswana, Southern Africa.  I’m pleased to inform you that we have had a resounding success 
with the Hydrosmart units that we have sold for clients in Botswana.   
 
Most of our clients experience problems with lime and scale buildup in their water.  One of the units that we installed on a 
smallholding just out side of Gaborone (Capital of Botswana) was specifically to remove the lime and scale buildup.  Our 
client Mr Jacques van der Merwe, had informed me that originally the water quality at his house was so bad that you could 
not only smell a bad odour in the water but you could feel it as well.  The same day that we installed the unit, within 12 
hours of us turning it on he phone to inform me that he could feel and smell the difference in the water. 
 
Another of our clients is Peta’s Fresh Produce (Pty) Ltd who run a small farm also outside of Gaborone.  There main source 
of water is the treated water flows past in the river spill off from the sewage works.  When approached by them, their 
original concern was to find something which could prevent their dripper irrigation from blocking up during the daily watering 
process.  They have had really good yields on the farm to date and are very happy with the performance of the machine. 
 
We recently installed a 80mm unit at the new World of Golf driving range in Gaborone.  This project has not opened to the 
public yet as they are still busy finishing the building and letting the driving range establish itself.  Our spec from the client 
was to provide something that would prevent the sprinklers from blocking and remove any lime and scale build-up that may 
occur in the water.  This client was actually referred to us by Peta’s Fresh Produce as they are drawing their water source 
from the same river.  Since we installed the machine, the range has grown incredibly well and I have attached a few photo’s 
for you to have a look at as proof. 
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I will forward more information to you as I receive feedback from clients. 
 
Yours faithfully, 
 
 
Brendan Garcin 
Managing Director 
Plumbot (Pty) Ltd 


